How the Ovulona™ will help physicians to better help their patients

- Review of menstrual profile data recorded over time will help doctors to better diagnose patients (ref. 1) & progress of treatment (2, 3).

- Ovulona anticipates failure to ovulate in a healthy woman (see 4). This avoids disappointment and the cost of treatment had the doctor not have the patient’s Ovulona data warning that her current menstrual cycle is infertile (note: not the patient).

- Ovulona detects delayed ovulations in asynchronous\(^5\) cycles that happen to many healthy women. This – when undetected - interferes with planned conception and/or with pregnancy avoidance by fertility awareness (see 6).

\(^5\) Fertility and Sterility report: 36% of menstrual cycles (and 45% in another referenced report) were found abnormal due to asynchrony of ovarian and brain pacemakers. Ovulona pilot study revealed 45% of abnormal (“challenged”) cycles.